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7  |  Welcome Back Income

Welcome Back, Income. For the first time in almost a decade,

the front end of the yield curve is more enticing than Stock

Dividends.1 “The Era of financial repression is over,” said Matt

Diczok, Fixed income Strategist for Merrill Lynch and U.S. Trust.

For so long the Fed funds rate had been running below Inflation

that Bond returns were limited; this led to many being

disappointed by their allocation to fixed income, which in turn

catalyzed a mass mental - and sometimes actual - exodus from

Core Bond allocations over the last 10 years.

Enter 2018. Inflation accompanies rising Rates, the Fed is still

calling for more hikes in 2019, the 2 year Treasury yields more

than the average S&P 500 Dividend rate2, and we regularly hear

advisors and investors voicing different concerns about trying to

time their investments to secure the highest yields from their

bond portfolios. We disagree with the idea of “trying to time

your investments” and believe that money invested “today” will

result in more income in the portfolio overall vs. trying to time

the investment and investing “tomorrow”.

We are compelled to point out that the volatility of the Treasury

Curve generally pales in comparison to that of the S&P 500.

Whereas any investor who invests in a 2 YR treasury bond will

be virtually guaranteed their rate of return (currently, 2.5%),

dividends are determined by a stock’s principals and are not

predictable or guaranteed.

Recently, we have noticed a trend in investors’ decisions about

their bond allocations. We are seeing bonds in portfolios farther

out on the curve with the intent to capture extra yield, although

it is almost always coupled with additional Inflation Risk,

Extension risk and/or a decline in Credit Quality. Some investors

are not fully considerate of the risk these options bring with

them.

3 Reasons to Reinvest in bonds TODAY:

1.Low Volatility – Since bonds have legally-binding, defined

cash flow structures, investors are able to get more stable

returns from fixed income strategies than with equities. This

point has been driven home by a recent quote from PIMCO:

“Historically, volatility in short-term strategies over a 10-year

period is less than 1% annualized, and often much lower

depending on the strategy; that compares with about 15%

annualized volatility in equities and 10% for long duration bond

strategies.”3 If you can find a manager that combines the

strategy of quality credits with quality spreads, then you can

manage toward a total lower volatility. Wider spreads in

quality credits gives the investor a thorough, risk-adjusted

price on their bonds, which in turn gives them some insulation

from volatility as credit spreads tend to tighten over time.

This is due to the elastic nature of spreads and their tendency

to revert back to the mean. (See Figure 1) The only caveat to

this strategy is if the manager does not do its due diligence on

the credit, the impending downgrade would make the

portfolio more volatile.

2.Higher Income Potential – With a stronger US Dollar, the

value of your income has the potential to better stave off

inflation shocks. Remember, lower inflation is the

lender/bondholder’s friend and potential foe of borrowers.

This is not to say that deflation is welcomed. Quite the

opposite; but tame disinflation numbers will help protect the

value of the principal and interest payments of their bonds.

Following the recent uptick in shorter term interest rates and

the continued success of the stock market, two-year

Treasuries now yield more than the S&P dividend yield, 2.5%

and 1.9% respectively. (See Figure 2) This is the first time we

have seen this since the Great Recession. Now may be the

time to lock in the best rates in a decade!

3.Fed now gives fixed income investors more flexibility –

Depending on which camp you’re in, the Fed now gives fixed

income investors more flexibility. Not only does pushing rates

higher give investors more yield, but they also give you

potential capital appreciation on your bonds should things go

sideways or rates decrease. For these reasons, the dollar cost

averaging investor should view the Fed as their friend.

With lower odds of recession in the near future, this may be an

opportune time to (re)enter the bond market. High Quality,

diversified, short to intermediate term bond strategies should

present the best opportunity for investors to lock in yields at

levels not seen in nearly 10 years. Caprin is a Boutique fixed

income firm who will take the time to build a bond portfolio

better able to withstand the volatility of the fixed landscape and

help you achieve your overall goals.

1. 2 YR Treasury Curve & S&P 500 Dividend Yield Curve 2. Source : PIMCO - Short-Term strategies based
on Bloomberg Barclays Short Term Government/Corporate Index, equities based on S&P 500 and Long
Duration Bond strategies based on Bloomberg Barclays Long Government/Credit Term Treasury Index. It
is not possible to invest directly in an unmanaged index. 3. Source : Value in Short Bonds – PIMCO May
21st, 2018. Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types
of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance
of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product made reference to directly or indirectly in this
piece, will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), or be suitable
for your portfolio. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions, the content may no longer
be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion of
information contained in this piece serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized advice from
Caprin Asset Management. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability to their
situation of any specific issue discussed herein, they are encouraged to consult with the professional
advisor of their choosing. A copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory
services and fees is available for review upon request.
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Figure 1 – US Investment Grade Credit Spreads
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Figure 2 – S&P 500 Dividend Yield vs. 2YR Treasury Curve

Source: Bloomberg as of 9/26/18.


